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Abstract

This thesis suggests a Bayesian vector autoregressive (VAR) model which allows for ex-

plicit parametrization of the unconditional mean for data measured at different frequencies,

without the need to aggregate data to the lowest common frequency. Using a normal prior

for the steady-state and a normal-inverse Wishart prior for the dynamics and error covari-

ance, a Gibbs sampler is proposed to sample the posterior distribution. A forecast study

is performed using monthly and quarterly data for the US macroeconomy between 1964

and 2008. The proposed model is compared to a steady-state Bayesian VAR model esti-

mated on data aggregated to quarterly frequency and a quarterly least squares VAR with

standard parametrization. Forecasts are evaluated using root mean squared errors and the

log-determinant of the forecast error covariance matrix. The results indicate that the in-

clusion of monthly data improves the accuracy of quarterly forecasts of monthly variables

for horizons up to a year. For quarterly variables the one and two quarter forecasts are

improved when using monthly data.

Keywords: Bayesian VAR, Gibbs Sampling, State-space, Mixed Frequency Data, Steady-

state, Macroeconometrics, Forecasting
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1 Introduction

The vector autoregression (VAR) has become a commonly used tool since Sims (1980) in-

troduced it to model the US economy. The seminal paper discusses parameter uncertainty and

suggests exploring Bayesian approaches to increase estimation and forecasting precision. Since

then a large number of papers have developed prior distributions for VARs, many of which are

variations of the Minnesota prior, sometimes referred to as the Litterman prior, proposed by

Litterman (1986). Gains in computational power have led to further alternatives in the choice

of prior distribution as intractable posteriors can be sampled using Monte Carlo methods such

as the Gibbs Sampler, see Gelfand & Smith (1990), and Kadiyala et al. (1997).

A recent addition is the Steady-State prior by Villani (2009), based on a mean-adjusted

form of the VAR where the unconditional mean is explicitly parameterized. From a forecasting

perspective it is motivated by the fact that practitioners and analysts often have prior informa-

tion regarding the steady-state (or unconditional mean) readily available, e.g. inflation targeting

by central banks. In the standard parametrization the unconditional mean is only implied as a

function of the other parameters and incorporating prior information on it is awkward. As the

long-run forecast of a stationary series converges to the unconditional mean, a prior for this

parameter can force the long run forecasts in a direction that is motivated by theory, even if the

model is estimated during a period of divergence from the mean. The steady-state parametriza-

tion also makes it possible to model stationary dynamics along a linear time trend, while the

standard parametrization only permits this for a constant mean. From an estimation point of

view the existence of a Bayesian estimator of the unconditional mean is an appealing feature.

These features come with the fact that the steady-state VAR is limited to non-unit root process

for the unconditional mean to be defined.

In empirical macroeconomics, VARs have typically been hypothesised and estimated on a

quarterly basis, see Robertson & Tallman (1999) or Stock & Watson (2001). This is due to the

fact that many variables of interest, e.g. GDP are not available at higher frequencies. While

some variables included in macroeconomic models are available at a monthly frequency and

many financial variables are available at daily or even higher frequencies, these variables have

traditionally been aggregated to the lowest common frequency of the data. Aggregation of data

incurs a loss of information for variables measured throughout the quarter: the quarterly values

are sums or means of the constituent months and any information carried by a within-quarter

trend will be disregarded by a model that uses aggregated data. From a forecasting perspective
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an analyst will be forced to disregard part of the information set when constructing a forecast

from within a quarter as the most recent realizations are only available for the high frequency

variables. Another motivation for a method that utilizes high frequency data is that the number

of observations is increased: a VAR estimated on data collected over, say, ten years makes use

of 120 observations of the monthly variables instead of being limited to the 40 observations

that are available if data were aggregated to a quarterly frequency.

Multiple approaches to a mixed frequency VAR are available in the literature, mixed data

sampling (MIDAS) regression and MIDAS VAR proposed by Ghysels et al. (2007), and Ghy-

sels (2015) respectively use fractional lag polynomials to regress a low frequency variable on

lags of itself as well as high frequency lags of other variables. This approach is predominantly

frequentist, although a Bayesian version is available in the univariate case (Rodriguez & Pug-

gioni, 2010). A second approach, which is the focus of this thesis, is state space modelling.

As Gaussian VARs are closed under temporal aggregation there are no theoretical obstacles in

rephrasing a quarterly Gaussian VAR to, say, a monthly Gaussian VAR, only technical ones.

Chiu et al. (2011), concerned with Bayesian estimation, use closedness to treat intra-quarterly

values of quarterly variables as missing data and propose measurement and state-transition

equations for the monthly VAR. A Kalman Filter based on Harvey & Pierse (1984) is used

to estimate conditional means of the latent states and a Gibbs Sampler is set up to alternate

between states and parameters. Schorfheide & Song (2015) consider forecasting using this

construction and give empirical evidence that the Mixed Frequency VAR (MF-VAR) improves

forecasts of eleven US macroeconomic variables as compared to a quarterly VAR.

The main contribution of this thesis is to suggest a method to sample the posterior dis-

tribution of a Mixed Frequency Steady-State Bayesian VAR (MFSS-BVAR) combining the

steady-state parametrization of Villani (2009) with the state-space representation and filtering

of Chiu et al. (2011). The proposed model accommodates explicit modelling of the uncondi-

tional mean in a VAR with data measured at different frequencies. The remainder of this thesis

is divided into three sections: Section 2 presents theory and the proposed model. I derive the

MFSS-BVAR along with a Gibbs Sampler that enables sampling from the posterior distribution

of parameters and unobserved data. Section 3 gives an empirical illustration of the forecasting

properties of the MFSS-BVAR model on data of the US economy between 1964 and 2008. A

comparison of log-determinants of forecast error covariances and root mean squared forecast

error (RMSE) is made with a quarterly least squares VAR and a steady-state Bayesian VAR
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in which monthly observations are aggregated to quarterly. The thesis is concluded with a

discussion on the proposed model and topics of interest for further research.

2 Theory

This section begins with an introduction of Gibbs sampling and the Kalman filter, two important

techniques used in Bayesian inference of VARs and in the mixed frequency VAR. The approach

of modelling mixed frequency data as missing data and the mean adjusted VAR are covered in

subsections 2.3 and 2.4. The model which is the main subject of this thesis, the combination of

the mean adjusted parametrization and state space modelling to accommodate mixed frequency

data, is presented and analysed in subsection 2.5

2.1 Gibbs Sampling

Gelman et al. (2014) gives a description of the Gibbs sampler in the context of Bayesian anal-

ysis. In general, the idea is to sample an intractable joint distribution by iteratively draw-

ing random variables from the full set of conditional distributions of some partitioning of

the parameter set. Consider a situation where one wants to produce draws from p(Θ) but

sampling directly from it is not possible. If it is possible to partition in some way Θ =

(Θ1, ...,Θd) such that p(Θj|Θ1, ...,Θj−1,Θj+1, ...,Θd) is known for all j = 1, ..., d, one can

construct a Gibbs sampler to sample the joint distribution. The procedure begins by setting

some initial values Θ
(0)
2 , ...,Θ

(0)
d . The first block of the first iteration consists of a draw of

Θ
(1)
1 from p(Θ1|Θ(0)

2 , ...,Θ
(0)
d ). The second block of the first iteration is to draw Θ

(1)
2 from

p(Θ2|Θ(1)
1 ,Θ

(0)
3 , ...,Θ

(0)
d ). The first iteration ends with drawing the d:th block, Θ

(1)
d from

p(Θd|Θ(1)
1 , ...,Θ

(1)
d−1). Even under loose conditions on the initial values, given enough itera-

tions, the algorithm reaches approximate convergence such that the draws mimic draws from

the joint distribution.

Early parts of the resulting sample are often discarded in what is called a burn-in period to

avoid the sample being influenced by initial values. The burn-in period is typically the first half

or first two-thirds of the sample. By construction, the sample has temporal dependencies even

after approximate convergence has been reached. As a remedy it is possible to thin the sample,

keeping draws only every k:th iteration after the burn-in and discarding the rest.
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2.2 Forward Filtering and Backward Smoothing

The methods presented in this subsection are aimed at drawing inference about some latent

state given observed values. The algorithms presented here are derived in for example Durbin

& Koopman (2012). Notation used here is slightly changed for coherence with the rest of the

thesis. Consider a system described by measurement and state transition equations

yt = Htzt + εt, εt ∼ N (0, St)

zt+1 = Gtzt +Rtηt, ηt ∼ N (0, Qt), t = 1, ..., T

z1 ∼ N (ζ1, P1),

(1)

where the observed vector is y1:T and the latent states are z1:T . Forward filtering is aimed at

finding the distribution of zt+1|y1:t for t = 1, ..., T . Assuming normality, the required quantities

are ζt+1 = E[zt+1|y1:t] and Pt+1 = V (zt+1|y1:t). First define quantities

νt = yt −Htζt

E[zt|yt] = E[zt|yt−1, νt] = ζt +MtF
−1
t νt

Wt = PtH
′
t

Ft = HtPtH
′
t + St

Kt = GtWtF
−1
t

Lt = Gt −KtHt.

(2)

Using these partitions, the pair of recursions that make up the Kalman Filter for the model

specified in Equation (1) can then be summarized by two recursive equations,

ζt+1 = Gtζt +GtWtF
−1
t νt, t = 1, ..., T

Pt+1 = GtPtL
′
t +RtQtR

′
t, t = 1, ..., T.

(3)

While the forward filtering gives the distribution of zt+1|y1:t, one might also be interested in the

distribution of zt+1 given the whole sample y1:T . Let ẑt = E[zt|y1:T ] and Vt = V (zt|y1:T ) which

by normality fully describe f(zt|y1:T ). The backward smoothing recursion is summarized with

equations

rt−1 = G′tF
−1
t νt + L′trt

Nt−1 = G′tF
−1
t Gt + L′tNtLt

ẑt = ζt + Ptrt−1

Vt = Pt − PtNt−1Pt, t = T, ..., 1

(4)
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with initial values rT = NT = 0. Equations (3) and (4) are collectively referred to as the

Kalman Filter and Smoother. Using the output it is straightforward to draw a sequence of

random variables from f(zt|y1:T ).

2.3 State Space Representations and Mixed Frequency Data

In a mixed frequency data problem one can consider the system evolving at the highest avail-

able frequency and high frequency values for low frequency variables as missing observations.

This approach lends itself to a state space representation of the system. Starting with a VAR

describing the dynamics at the highest available frequency

Π(L)zt = ut, ut ∼ Np(0,Σ), (5)

where zt is a pLF + pHF = p dimensional vector. Let capitalization denote stacking vectors as

Zt =
[
z′t z′t−1 . . . z′t−k+1

]′
. (6)

Schorfheide and Song (2015) suggest the following measurement and state-transition equations

yt = MtΛZt (7)

Zt+1 = F (Π)Zt + εt, εt ∼ Npk(0,Ω(Σ)), (8)

where Equation (7) produces the observation vectors, yt, with time-varying dimension through

a deterministic sequence of selection matrices, Mt, and the loading matrix Λ provides a linear

map between low frequency observations and high frequency states. Equation (8) is simply the

VAR system in (5) stated in companion form such that the first p rows reproduce the system in

(1) and the following p(k − 1) rows give the identities zt−l = zt−l for l = 1, ..., k − 1. Thus

Ω(Σ) is a matrix with the upper left block equal to Σ and every other block is the zero matrix.

With appropriate choice of priors it is straightforward to construct a Gibbs sampler that

alternates between the posterior distributions of Π,Σ|z0:T , y−k+1:T and z0:T |Π,Σ, y−k+1:T . For

a thorough discussion of Bayesian inference for the MF-VAR in given by Equations 1 and 3

see Chiu et al. (2011) and Schorfheide & Song (2015).

2.4 Bayesian Steady State Vector Autoregression

Villani (2009) develops a complete Bayesian analysis of the VAR model with steady-state

parametrization. The parameterization allows for the explicit modelling of the unconditional
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mean of the process through

Π(L)(yt − ψdt) = ut, ut ∼ N (0,Σ), (9)

where Π(L) is a lag polynomial describing the dynamics of the mean adjusted process and dt is

some deterministic sequence of vectors that potentially accommodates shifts in unconditional

mean and deterministic trends. Villani (2009) proposes a three block Gibbs sampler and derives

the conditional posteriors given normal prior distributions for Π and ψ and the Jeffreys’ prior

p(Σ) ∝ |Σ|−(p+1)/2 for the error covariance. The handbook chapter of Del Negro & Schorfheide

(2011) suggests a similar algorithm to sample from the posterior in the case of Normal-inverse

Wishart prior for the VAR coefficients and the error covariance.

2.5 Mixed Frequency Steady State Bayesian Vector Autoregression

Consider a VAR model

Π(L)(zt − ψdt) = ut, ut ∼ N (0,Σ), (10)

accompanied with state transition and measurement equations

Zt+1 = ΨDt+1 + F (Π)(Zt −ΨDt) + εt, εt ∼ N (0,Ω(Σ)) (11)

yt = MtΛZt, (12)

where Π(L) is a lag polynomial describing the dynamics of the mean adjusted latent process

zt. Note that capitalization is the operation from Equation (6). As compared to the model in

Equation (9), this model makes it possible to model the unconditional mean not only of the

observation vector but also of the latent states.

2.5.1 The Normal Normal-Inverse Wishart prior

This thesis considers a normal prior for the unconditional mean and normal-inverse Wishart as

a joint prior for the VAR coefficients and error covariance. The choice of prior is based on the

fact that the latent states and unconditional mean each constitute a block in a Gibbs sampler

for the posterior. A conjugate normal-inverse Wishart prior for the joint distribution of VAR

coefficients and error covariance makes it possible to draw both sets of parameters in a single

block, avoiding a fourth block. The prior used is

(Π,Σ) ∼MNIW (Π,ΩΠ, S, ν), (13)
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such that

Σ ∼ IW (S, ν) (14)

and

vec(Π′)|Σ ∼ Np2k(vec(Π′),Σ⊗ ΩΠ). (15)

The Kronecker structure of the prior covariance matrix on vec(Π′) limits the flexibility com-

pared to the Minnesota prior proposed by Litterman (1986) as it is not possible to specify some

other cross equation tightness other than the implicit unity. The main diagonal of ΩΠ is set to

ωii =


λ21

(lλ2sr)2
for lag l of variable r, i = (l − 1)pk + r

(λ1λ3)2 for lags of deterministic variables,
(16)

where λ1 is the overall tightness and λ2 determines the lag decay rate. These hyperparameters

are functions of the data and values can be chosen according to the argument that maximizes the

marginal data density. The inclusion of sr adjusts for differences in measurement scale of the

variables. Adjusting the overall tightness can counteract some of the loss from the implied cross

equation tightness. A thorough exposition of this prior is given by Karlsson (2013). Following

Villani (2009), the prior for the unconditional mean is taken to be normal,

vec(ψ) ∼ Npm(ψ,ΩΨ). (17)

2.5.2 Sampling the Posterior Distribution

The complete posterior of parameters conditional on dataD = (y−k+1:T , d−k+1:T ) is not tractable

but can be decomposed into three blocks of conditional densities which are tractable. A Gibbs

Sampler can then be constructed to alternate between these conditional densities in order to

approximate the full posterior.

The conjugate MNIW prior on (Π,Σ) gives posterior for VAR coefficients

vec(Π′)|Z1:T ,Σ, ψ,D ∼ N (vec(Π
′
),Σ⊗ ΩΠ) (18)

Ω
−1

Π = Ω−1
Π + Z′Z

Π = ΩΠ(Ω−1
Π Π + Z′X),

Z =


(Z1 −ΨD1)′

...

(ZT−1 −ΨDT−1)′
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X =


(Z2 −ΨD2)′

...

(ZT −ΨDT )′

 .
The posterior for the error covariance is

Σ|Z1:T , ψ,D ∼ IW (S, ν), ν = T + ν (19)

S = S + S + (Π− Π̂)′(Ω + (Z′Z)−1)−1(Π− Π̂)

Π̂ = (Z′Z)−1Z′X,

S = (X− ZΠ̂)′(X− ZΠ̂).

Equations (18) and (19) together give

Π,Σ|Zt, ψ,D ∼MNIW (Π,ΩΠ, S, ν). (20)

The fact that when conditioning on latent states and unconditional mean, Equation (10) is a

standard VAR for (zt − ψdt) is used here and the resulting posteriors follow standard results,

available in for example Karlsson (2013).

For the conditional posterior of ψ, the only modification to the proof of Villani (2009) is

conditioning on latent states. Let

Yt =
[
Π(L)zt

]
, Dt =

[
dt −dt−1 . . . −dt−k

]
(21)

denote the t:th rows of matrices Y and D respectively and

Θ′ =
[
ψ Π1ψ . . . Πkψ

]
. (22)

The model in Equation (10) can be written

Y = DΘ + E (23)

and the conditional posterior ψ|Z1:T ,Σ,Π,D follows from multivariate regression using

vec(Θ′) = U vec(ψ) =


Ipm

Ip ⊗ Π1

...

Ip ⊗ Πk

 vec(ψ). (24)
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Conditioned on (Π,Σ), latent states and data the posterior of ψ is

vec(ψ)|Z1:T ,Π,Σ,D ∼ N (ψ,Ωψ) (25)

Ω
−1

ψ = U′(D′D⊗ Σ−1)U + Ω−1
ψ

ψ = Ωψ(U′vec(Σ−1Y′D) + Ω−1
ψ ψ).

Conditioning on ψ, the state transition and measurement equations in Equation (11) and

(12) can be restated as

Z∗t+1 = F (Π)Z∗t + εt, εt ∼ N (0,Ω(Σ)) (26)

yt −MtΛΨDt = y∗t = MtΛZ
∗
t = MtΛ(Zt −ΨDt), (27)

which is a linear Gaussian model for (Zt+1 −ΨDt+1). Thus, running (yt −MtΛΨDt) through

the Kalman Filter and Smoother in Equations (3) and (4) gives the means and variances to

generate draws from the density implied by the model in Equation (26). Adding the (known)

mean gives a draw from the density implied by Equation (11). This section is concluded with a

Gibbs sampler that can be used to generate draws from the joint posterior of the MFSS-BVAR

with Normal Normal-inverse Wishart prior.

For j = 1, ..., n

Step 1. Draw Z
(j)
1:T using Kalman Filter and Smoother with the observations y1:T , and parameters

ψ(j−1) and Π(j−1), initialized with z0, P0.

Step 2. Draw (Π,Σ)(j)|Z(j)
1:T , ψ

(j−1),D from MNIW (Π,ΩΠ, S, ν)

Step 3. Draw vec(ψ(j))|Z(j)
1:T , (Π,Σ)(j),D from N (ψ,Ωψ).

3 Empirical Illustration, US Macro Economy

In this section the out of sample forecast performance of the MFSS-BVAR is compared to

a steady-state Bayesian VAR (QF) that uses quarterly data and a least squares VAR model

(LSVAR). The section begins with a description of the data. Choice of hyperparameters and

prior specification is discussed in the following subsection and the section is concluded with

the results from the forecast experiment.
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3.1 Data

The data analysed in this thesis is a subset of the real-time data set used in Schorfheide & Song

(2015) of the US economy between the years 1964 and 2010. While that paper models data

in log levels a different approach is taken here. The quarterly variables, annualized gross do-

mestic product (GDP) and fixed investments (INVFIX), enter the VAR as year on year change

calculated as ln(ytq/ytq−4) such that every fourth growth rate is observed. When modelling

flow variables in levels a quarterly observation is either the average or the sum of monthly val-

ues, depending on whether data are annualized or not. The map from the unobserved monthly

annualized values of a quarterly variable to a quarterly observed value is

y
(q)
tq =

1

3
(z

(m)
tm + z

(m)
tm−1 + z

(m)
tm−2). (28)

For modelling growth rates of flow variables this thesis opts to use a loading matrix with rows

that give the approximation

∆4 ln y
(q)
tq = ∆12 ln

[
1

3
(z

(m)
tm + z

(m)
tm−1 + z

(m)
tm−2)

]
≈ 1

3
(∆12 ln z

(m)
tm +∆12 ln z

(m)
tm−1+∆12 ln z

(m)
tm−2),

(29)

meaning that the quarterly year on year growth is considered the average of the constituent

months year on year growth. The left hand side is observed and enters the VAR while the

Kalman Filter and Smoother gives the monthly values implied by the approximation. For es-

timation purposes, this is truly an approximation while in the case of quarterly forecasting the

output is aggregated to quarterly frequency again mitigating the effect. To avoid this approxi-

mation it is possible to construct a loading matrix with only ones and zeroes in the appropriate

positions. That would however imply that the observed quarterly year on year growths are

equal to the monthly year on year growth in whichever month they are observed, which is true

for stock variables but not for flows which are measured throughout the quarter. Various possi-

ble functions for linking quarterly to monthly variables are discussed by Mariano & Murasawa

(2010) in the context of constructing a monthly real GDP series.

The six monthly variables are unemployment rate (UNR), Personal Consumption Expen-

diture (PCE), Industrial Production Index (IP), Federal Funds Rate (FF), Treasury Bond Yield

(TB) and S&P 500 Index (SP500). UNR enters the VAR in levels while the other monthly

variables are transformed to year-on-year change, calculated as ln(ytm/ytm−12). The reason for

modelling growth rates instead of levels is that the unconditional mean requires stationarity to
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be defined. Also, prior information on the steady state is typically available for growth rates,

e.g. inflation targeting where inflation is the relative change in PCE.

3.2 Prior Specification and Hyperparameter Selection

The Minnesota prior is designed for data in levels and is typically constructed such that the

prior of the VAR coefficients is centred around a univariate random walk for each equation.

As the steady state is not defined for a unit root process the prior for the VAR coefficients is

taken to be zero for variables modelled in growth rates, consistent with the Minnesota prior.

For UNR, which enters in levels, the prior is centred around a univariate AR(1) with coefficient

equal to 0.8. Similar prior means are used by Villani (2009) for Swedish macro data where the

coefficient for variables in levels is 0.9 and 0 for growth rates.

To make the prior for the error covariance as uninformative as possible the prior degrees

of freedom are set to the minimum value that guarantees existence of a prior mean, ν = p +

2, see Kadiyala et al. (1997) for details. The prior matrix S is taken to have the estimated

error variances from univariate autoregressive processes for each of the variables on the main

diagonal, an approach used by Litterman (1986) but with one lag instead of six. The off-

diagonal elements are set to zero.

For the steady state, the prior means are given in Table (1). The deterministic component dt

is taken to be a scalar 1 for all variables, corresponding to a constant mean. Specifying the prior

variance of the unconditional mean is not an intuitive task. Villani (2009) shows that the Gibbs

sampler has bad convergence properties when the prior for the unconditional mean is flat and

the dynamic coefficients approach the unit root region. In this study the prior variance is taken

as squared estimated standard errors of intercept estimates from univariate AR(1) processes

on each of the variables, scaled by 0.1. This is similar to the approach taken with the error

covariance and should to some extent adjust for differences in measurement scale.

Table 1: Prior means of the steady-state parameters

PCE UNR IP SP500 FF TB GDP INVFIX

Prior Mean 0.02 0.06 0.02 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.02

The Kalman Filter and Smoother is initialized with the monthly values as observed and

the quarterly variables taken identical to preceding months. For the variance, P0 is taken to
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be identical to S. Following Doan (1992) the hyperparameters used in this study are overall

tightness λ1 = 0.2 and harmonic lag decay λ2 = 1, noting that with the MNIW prior on (Π,Σ)

it is not possible to specify a cross equation tightness. An alternative approach is to use the

Gibbs output to optimize the hyperparameters, using the methods of Chib (1995) and Geweke

(1999). To ease the computational burden a grid search over some smaller region is likely

to be a viable alternative. Schorfheide & Song (2015) show how to numerically approximate

the marginal data density for the mixed frequency VAR given in subsection 2.3 but acknowl-

edge that it is computationally costly. Therefore they opt for re-optimization every third year

and conclude that the optimization scheme left hyperparameters essentially constant between

estimation windows.

3.3 Forecast Setup

For the MFSS-BVAR there are three cases when constructing quarterly forecasts which will

be analysed separately. The first case corresponds to making a forecast during the first month

of a quarter, referred to as ”+0” as the forecaster has zero additional months of information.

Case two corresponds to making a forecast during the second month of a quarter when one

additional month of data for the monthly variables is available, referred to as ”+1”. The third

case is when two additional months of information are available, referred to as ”+2”, which is

the case when constructing a forecast during the third month of a quarter. As a benchmark for

the forecasting experiment a quarterly frequency steady-state Bayesian VAR (QF) is estimated.

This model uses the same prior distributions as the MFSS-BVAR but data are aggregated to

quarterly frequency and the Kalman Filter and Smoother step is omitted.

The three cases of the MFSS-BVAR are estimated on ten years (120 monthly observations)

of data. A Gibbs sampler is used to draw from the joint posterior and the model is iterated 24

steps ahead from the last observation in the estimation window to form a realizations from the

monthly predictive distributions. The output is aggregated using the mean of the three months

in each quarter for GDP and INVFIX. For the other variables the forecasts which correspond

to the last month of each quarter are considered the forecasts for that quarter. This gives 1-8

step-ahead forecasts for each of the 136 estimation windows and 8 variables. For QF, the same

estimation windows are used and the model is iterated 8 steps ahead for each window. The lag

length is set to four for all models and the Gibbs sampler discards the first 2000 draws as a

burn-in period. Output from the next 1000 draws are stored to build the predictive distribution.
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The value determined to be the point forecast is the arithmetic mean of the predictive distri-

bution. The 95 % predictive intervals are constructed using the 2.5th and 97.5th percentile of

the predictive distribution. In addition to the Bayesian approaches, a least squares VAR is es-

timated on aggregated data using the same estimation windows. The lag length is chosen such

that Akaike information criterion is minimized in each of the estimation windows. The 1-8 step

ahead point forecasts and forecast confidence intervals are compared to those of the Bayesian

steady-state approaches.

3.4 Forecast Results

The multivariate forecast results are analysed using the log-determinant of the forecast error

covariance matrices, proposed by Doan et al. (1984). This is done separately for monthly and

quarterly variables. The relative log-determinant of case i is calculated as

Relative Log Determinant(i|QF ) = 100 · 0.5 · 1

p
ln

(
|cov(εi)|
|cov(εQF )|

)
, (30)

where the scaling by 100 converts to percentages, the constant 0.5 converts mean squared error

to RMSE and p is the number of variables.

Univariate forecast RMSE figures are available in the Appendix. The relative RMSE is

given for the three cases of the MFSS-BVAR as compared to the QF model. The relative

RMSE for variable i and forecast horizon h is calculated as

Relative RMSE(i, h) = 100 · RMSE(i, h)−RMSEQF (i, h)

RMSEQF (i, h)
, (31)

where h = 1 is the forecast of the quarter from which the forecast was made, referred to as a

nowcast. Results from LSVAR are provided as absolute values of the RMSE in Table 2 in the

Appendix.

In Figure 1 it is evident that when considering the relative log determinant for the monthly

variables, the +0-case has similar forecasting properties as the QF-model. The +1-case has

some gain in forecasting accuracy for one and two step ahead forecasts and no gain for horizons

4 and greater. The largest gain in accuracy is given by the +2-case, which shows a relative log

determinant below 0 for horizons 1-4. The log determinant for the errors produced by LSVAR

is greater for all horizons.

For the quarterly variables the gain in forecasting accuracy is not as dramatic as for the

monthly variables when considering the log-determinant. Figure 2 shows that the +2-case
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outperforms QF for horizons 1 and 2, while the +1-case only outperforms for the one step

ahead forecast. For horizons greater than 2 the MFSS-BVAR is less accurate than the QF

model. The LSVAR again has the highest log determinant for all horizons.

Figure 1: Relative log determinant of monthly variable forecast
error covariances, three cases of MFSS-BVAR compared to QF
and LSVAR

Figure 2: Relative log determinant of quarterly variable forecast
error covariances, three cases of MFSS-BVAR compared to QF
and LSVAR

Examining the univariate relative RMSE in Figures 3-8 in the Appendix the +2-forecasts con-

sistently have the lowest RMSE for forecast horizons shorter than 4. The accuracy gains in

RMSE for +2 compared to QF for the nowcasts range from -67 % (FF) to -31 % (PCE). The
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+0-forecasts have similar RMSE as the QF model for most forecasts and variables. The +1-

forecasts are typically somewhere between the other two cases, showing improvement in RMSE

for the nowcast ranging from -28 % (TB) to -12 % (PCE). The quarterly variables in Figures

9-10 show improvement in RMSE between the QF and two of the cases of MFSS-BVAR. For

GDP the QF model is outperformed for horizons 1 and 2 with cases +1 and +2, while for

INVFIX there is only a noticeable difference for the nowcast. In contrast to the relative log-

determinant, the univariate evaluation of the quarterly variables suggests that the +2-case is

atleast as accurate as QF for both variables and all horizons. The LSVAR has a higher RMSE

for all variables and horizons, except for the one step ahead forecast of IP (Table 2, Appendix).

The empirical coverage probabilities of predictive intervals and confidence intervals are

given in Table 3 in the Appendix. The Bayesian steady-state-approaches have predictive inter-

vals with empirical size strictly closer to nominal as compared to the confidence intervals of

LSVAR. When comparing the QF-model with the three cases of MFSS-BVAR the results vary

between the monthly variables, with no clear winner in terms of empirical coverage probability.

For both quarterly variables, QF and the +0 and +1 cases perform well for short horizons, while

the +2 case is further from the nominal size. This difference disappears for longer horizons.

In Figures 11-26 in the Appendix forecast paths are given for the +2 case and QF-model.

Every eighth forecast is plotted for clarity of presentation. The figures show how the forecast

paths tend to approach the prior mean of the steady state as the horizon increases. The tendency

is similar for the QF and MFSS-BVAR models.

4 Discussion

The added computational time for the three-block Gibbs sampler used for the MFSS-BVAR as

compared to the two blocks of QF is negligible, especially when considering the gains in fore-

casting accuracy achieved for short horizons. The gains in forecasting accuracy between QF

and MFSS-BVAR are similar in magnitude to those achieved by Schorfheide & Song (2015)

when comparing a mixed frequency approach to aggregated data, suggesting that forecast-

ing the monthly variables in growth rates using the steady-state parametrization benefits from

monthly data in a similar way that the standard parametrization and log-levels does. The fact

that the gains are larger for monthly compared to quarterly variables suggests that the im-

provement is largely due to using the most recent information, which is discarded for models
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estimated on aggregated data.

The low coverage probabilities of short horizon predictive intervals for quarterly variables

in the +2-case is somewhat surprising. For longer horizons the empirical size is closer to

nominal. This is an indication that the within-sample part of the filtered monthly series used

in aggregation giving the first quarterly forecast has a variance that is too low. This does

not affect the point forecasts but gives intervals that are slightly narrower than the nominal

size. An alternative explanation is that the approximation used for the aggregation of quarterly

variables is better for small values, while for large values which are more likely to fall outside

the prediction interval, the approximation breaks down. There is also a trade-off between the

size of the prediction intervals and long-range forecasts, governed by the prior variance of the

steady-state. A more informative prior on the steady-state forces the long run forecasts closer

to the prior mean but gives narrower intervals.

The majority of forecast paths approach the prior mean as the horizon is increased. How-

ever, a few paths seem to diverge. Several reasons for this behaviour are possible: the par-

ticular estimation window may have an unconditional mean that is far from the prior mean of

the steady-state, in which case the prior might not be informative enough to force the forecast

toward the prior mean. Alternatively, estimation windows containing economic turmoil might

cause slow convergence of the Gibbs sampler if the dynamics are close to the unit root region.

This issue does not seem specific to the MFSS-BVAR as the forecast paths behave similarly

to those of QF. In general the convergence of the Gibbs sampler is assumed to be good as

unreported simulations using fewer iterations gave very similar results.

4.1 Further Research

In the empirical illustration of this thesis the steady-state has the simplest possible parametriza-

tion: a constant with no time trend and no structural breaks. The parametrization is in fact very

flexible and more exotic variations of the deterministic component have yet to be assessed in

the context of mixed frequencies.

The joint prior for the dynamics and error covariance was chosen for computational rea-

sons. While the three block Gibbs sampler is somewhat slower than that of the QF-model, the

addition of a fourth block by using for example the Jeffreys prior for the error covariance would

still be computationally feasible and interesting from an empirical perspective. Optimization

of hyper parameters would further increase the computational load but is also of interest, espe-
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cially if the deterministic component of the steady-state is taken to be something other than a

constant.

The approach taken for modelling mixed frequency data in this thesis can be considered

a factor model where the factors are the unobserved monthly values. The structure of the

model bears resemblance to dynamic factor models (DFMs), introduced by Geweke (1976)

and extensively studied since then. In DFMs the factors are instead cross sectional and the

dynamics are often governed by a VAR. A natural extension is to combine the two such that the

factor loading matrix serves as both a dimension reduction tool and a map between frequencies.

5 Conclusion

This thesis proposes the MFSS-BVAR and suggests a method to sample latent states and pa-

rameters from the intractable posterior. The model is shown by the empirical illustration to be

a viable alternative for forecasting the macroeconomy, at least in the case of a constant steady-

state specification. It is both computationally feasible and produces short horizon-forecasts

with improved accuracy as compared to the steady-state VAR with aggregated-to-quarterly

data. Gains in accuracy are dramatic for short horizons of monthly variables and the model

can thus successfully be used to forecast monthly series while including variables that are only

available as quarterly series. The gains in forecasting accuracy for quarterly variables is smaller

but for short horizons the proposed model gives forecasts with lower RMSE and log determi-

nants of forecast error covariance matrices than the competing models. The predictive intervals

from the forecast experiment have empirical coverage probabilities that are close to nominal

for most variables and horizons and long-run forecasts tend to approach the prior mean of the

steady-state, both of which are appealing features from practitioners perspective.
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Appendix

Univariate Forecast RMSE Figures

Figure 3: Personal Consumption Expenditure, Relative RMSE,
three cases of MFSS-BVAR compared to QF

Figure 4: Unemployment Rate, Relative RMSE, three cases of
MFSS-BVAR compared to QF
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Figure 5: Industrial Production, Relative RMSE, three cases of
MFSS-BVAR compared to QF

Figure 6: S&P 500, Relative RMSE, three cases of MFSS-BVAR
compared to QF

Figure 7: Federal Funds Rate, Relative RMSE, three cases of
MFSS-BVAR compared to QF
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Figure 8: Treasury Bond Yield, Relative RMSE, three cases of
MFSS-BVAR compared to QF

Figure 9: Gross Domestic Product, Relative RMSE, three cases of
MFSS-BVAR compared to QF

Figure 10: Fixed Investments, Relative RMSE, three cases of
MFSS-BVAR compared to QF
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Figures of Forecast Paths

Figure 11: 1-8 step ahead PCE +2 forecasts (Red), prior mean of steady
state (Blue), ∆12 ln PCE (Black)

Figure 12: 1-8 step ahead PCE QF forecasts (Red), prior mean of steady
state (Blue), ∆12 ln PCE (Black)

Figure 13: 1-8 step ahead UNR +2 forecasts (Red), prior mean of steady
state (Blue), UNR (Black)
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Figure 14: 1-8 step ahead UNR QF forecasts (Red), prior mean of steady
state (Blue), UNR (Black)

Figure 15: 1-8 step ahead IP +2 forecasts (Red), prior mean of steady
state (Blue), ∆12 ln IP (Black)

Figure 16: 1-8 step ahead IP QF forecasts (Red), prior mean of steady
state (Blue), ∆12 ln IP (Black)
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Figure 17: 1-8 step ahead SP500 +2 forecasts (Red), prior mean of steady
state (Blue), ∆12 ln SP500 (Black)

Figure 18: 1-8 step ahead SP500 QF forecasts (Red), prior mean of steady
state (Blue), ∆12 ln SP500 (Black)

Figure 19: 1-8 step ahead FF +2 forecasts (Red), prior mean of steady
state (Blue), ∆12 ln FF (Black)
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Figure 20: 1-8 step ahead FF QF forecasts (Red), prior mean of steady
state (Blue), ∆12 ln FF (Black)

Figure 21: 1-8 step ahead TB +2 forecasts (Red), prior mean of steady
state (Blue), ∆12 ln TB (Black)

Figure 22: 1-8 step ahead TB QF forecasts (Red), prior mean of steady
state (Blue), ∆12 ln TB (Black)
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Figure 23: 1-8 step ahead GDP +2 forecasts (Red), prior mean of steady
state (Blue), ∆12 ln GDP (Black)

Figure 24: 1-8 step ahead GDP QF forecasts (Red), prior mean of steady
state (Blue), ∆12 ln GDP (Black)

Figure 25: 1-8 step ahead INVFIX +2 forecasts (Red), prior mean of
steady state (Blue), ∆12 ln INVFIX (Black)
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Figure 26: 1-8 step ahead INVFIX QF forecasts (Red), prior mean of
steady state (Blue), ∆12 ln INVFIX (Black)
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Table 2: Forecast RMSE×100, 1-8 steap ahead

h 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

LSVAR 1.11 1.58 1.92 2.18 2.29 2.32 2.44 2.60

P QF 1.01 1.39 1.61 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.82 1.91

C +0 1.02 1.39 1.60 1.67 1.66 1.64 1.74 1.90

E +1 0.88 1.28 1.47 1.59 1.59 1.62 1.67 1.82

+2 0.70 1.15 1.37 1.52 1.54 1.60 1.64 1.77

LSVAR 1.83 3.13 4.32 5.10 5.58 5.45 5.14 5.05

I QF 1.93 3.05 3.99 4.41 4.55 4.46 4.39 4.47

P +0 1.83 3.02 4.03 4.70 5.10 5.11 4.96 4.98

+1 1.49 2.86 3.79 4.34 4.76 4.79 4.68 4.69

+2 0.91 2.39 3.38 4.01 4.36 4.49 4.45 4.36

LSVAR 27.4 36.5 43.7 54.1 59.3 63.1 62.6 60.8

F QF 25.9 34.4 41.8 49.4 52.8 53.9 52.4 52.0

F +0 25.4 32.7 39.2 47.3 53.1 56.6 57.0 56.7

+1 19.3 29.8 36.4 43.4 50.9 53.6 54.1 54.5

+2 8.7 29.8 37.4 41.2 54.1 55.3 54.5 56.4

LSVAR 1.05 1.69 2.19 2.54 2.65 2.55 2.43 2.39

G QF 0.87 1.41 1.82 2.07 2.11 2.04 2.05 2.09

D +0 0.87 1.47 1.94 2.18 2.19 2.06 1.94 1.97

P +1 0.75 1.35 1.85 2.11 2.13 2.03 1.94 1.96

+2 0.74 1.23 1.74 1.97 2.02 1.93 1.87 1.89

h 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

LSVAR 0.33 0.59 0.90 1.20 1.47 1.68 1.83 2.01

U QF 0.29 0.48 0.70 0.90 1.06 1.20 1.31 1.42

N +0 0.30 0.50 0.73 0.93 1.12 1.28 1.40 1.53

R +1 0.22 0.44 0.67 0.87 1.06 1.21 1.32 1.44

+2 0.14 0.37 0.59 0.78 0.97 1.11 1.25 1.35

S LSVAR 11.8 17.4 20.3 21.4 20.6 20.3 21.5 22.4

P QF 10.8 14.7 16.6 18.0 18.09 18.2 18.3 18.7

5 +0 10.0 14.1 16.3 18.2 18.7 19.3 20.0 21.0

0 +1 7.9 12.5 15.3 17.6 18.8 19.3 19.8 20.6

0 +2 4.9 11.4 14.4 16.5 18.3 18.9 18.6 19.1

LSVAR 14.5 19.0 21.8 23.8 24.5 24.5 23.2 22.7

T QF 13.5 17.2 18.6 19.3 19.5 19.6 19.3 19.1

B +0 13.1 17.8 19.7 20.8 20.8 20.0 19.0 19.6

+1 9.7 15.8 18.8 20.4 20.9 20.3 19.1 19.0

+2 6.2 14.2 18.1 19.5 21.2 21.2 20.1 19.6

I LSVAR 2.68 4.56 6.20 7.36 8.13 8.22 8.12 8.13

N QF 2.50 4.03 5.40 6.43 6.96 7.21 7.44 7.69

V +0 2.44 4.21 5.72 6.84 7.45 7.64 7.77 7.85

FI +1 2.33 4.17 5.62 6.61 7.24 7.44 7.64 7.78

X +2 2.22 3.87 5.34 6.33 6.94 7.24 7.38 7.46
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Table 3: 100×(1-Empirical Coverage Probability) of 95 % Predictive/Confidence Interval, 1-8 steap ahead

h 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

LSVAR 14.0 20.6 19.1 16.2 17.6 16.9 19.9 19.9

P QF 4.4 11.0 8.8 8.8 11.0 6.6 8.8 8.1

C +0 5.9 8.8 6.6 8.1 5.1 5.1 5.1 6.6

E +1 5.9 8.8 8.1 7.4 6.6 6.6 4.4 6.6

+2 3.7 7.4 5.9 8.8 8.1 7.4 5.1 7.4

LSVAR 14.7 22.1 19.9 18.4 18.4 16.9 14.7 11.8

I QF 5.1 11.0 9.6 11.0 10.3 11.8 11.0 10.3

P +0 9.6 9.6 8.8 9.6 10.3 10.3 10.3 8.1

+1 7.4 12.5 10.3 11.0 10.3 10.3 11.0 9.6

+2 5.1 12.5 11.0 9.6 11.0 10.3 8.8 7.4

LSVAR 17.6 24.3 25.7 25.7 22.8 24.3 22.8 20.6

F QF 11.0 12.5 14.7 18.4 18.4 16.9 15.4 16.2

F +0 10.3 11.8 11.0 11.0 12.5 11.0 10.3 12.5

+1 9.6 11.0 10.3 12.5 12.5 11.8 12.5 11.0

+2 7.4 12.5 13.2 12.5 13.2 12.5 12.5 11.8

LSVAR 12.5 21.3 19.1 21.3 19.1 14.0 11.8 11.8

G QF 5.2 3.7 6.6 11.0 8.8 5.9 5.2 4.4

D +0 5.2 5.2 8.8 10.3 7.4 4.4 2.9 2.9

P +1 4.4 6.6 8.8 8.8 8.8 5.9 4.4 2.9

+2 10.3 11.0 12.5 9.6 8.1 5.9 2.9 3.7

h 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

LSVAR 14.0 12.5 24.3 26.5 27.9 26.5 27.2 25.7

U QF 5.9 8.8 11.0 10.3 11.8 11.8 11.8 13.2

N +0 2.9 6.6 9.6 11.8 11.8 14.0 12.5 12.5

R +1 3.7 6.6 10.3 12.5 11.8 14.0 12.5 12.5

+2 4.4 7.4 10.3 10.3 10.3 12.5 13.2 12.5

S LSVAR 19.9 25.0 26.5 26.5 19.9 11.0 15.4 14.0

P QF 5.1 8.8 8.1 9.6 14.0 11.0 11.0 7.4

5 +0 11.0 11.0 7.4 11.0 11.0 8.1 9.6 7.4

0 +1 8.1 12.5 9.6 11.8 13.2 10.3 10.3 7.4

0 +2 7.4 11.0 11.0 11.8 11.8 11.0 10.3 7.4

LSVAR 17.6 22.1 24.3 25.7 22.8 21.3 18.4 16.9

T QF 8.1 11.8 13.2 14.0 14.0 10.3 10.3 13.2

B +0 11.0 14.0 12.5 10.3 11.0 8.1 5.1 5.1

+1 12.5 12.5 11.0 11.0 8.1 8.8 7.4 5.1

+2 5.9 12.5 11.8 11.0 9.6 10.3 6.6 6.6

I LSVAR 13.2 19.9 21.3 25.0 19.9 17.6 16.9 19.1

N QF 5.1 6.6 9.6 16.9 13.2 12.5 11.0 9.6

V +0 5.1 8.8 8.1 11.0 11.0 6.6 5.1 4.4

FI +1 5.9 11.0 11.8 9.6 14.0 10.3 8.1 5.9

X +2 13.2 12.5 14.0 12.5 11.8 8.8 7.4 5.9
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